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It figures. The first time I feel I have enough to write about to fill up the 
page, I have to waste space to draw in a amp, Oh well!
Whether I go to this meeting depends upon a lot of things. I have a debate close 

by, so the arrangement is for me to go to the debate, arid then be picked up and 
driven to the meeting This is, of course, if the car is working at the time. If not, 
I get hauled back to merry Blackford and home*

Knowing that you’re all dying to hear about my Christmas, (Quit groaning back 
there!), I will proceed* In the book line, I received three books on chess (The 
Encyclopaedia of Chess, Combinations! The heart of Chess, and Lasker’s Manual of 
Chess) , two mysteries(Alfred Hitchcocks) and two Almanacs* Collection items included 
stamps, coins, and a genuine fake old bottle* Gadgets and games were a clock-radio 
(I can sleep through those, too*) and 1914, an Avalon Hill reconstruction of World 
War I. In playing it for the first time, my father and I only broke half the rules. 
(The allies won , in ease anyone is interested.) I also received money, which I 
immediately spent on books*

Why can’t Christmas vacation be longer? ,
Recently got into Postal Chess, where you send the moves by mail, I joined the 

Golden Knights 25th Annual Chess Tournement, in which you play sia: opponets at a time 
time. Four chose openings I know little about, and one still hasn’t sent in his 
move. '

Stayed up to watch part of Dr, Faustus last night. My mother 'watched all of it, 
and said it had been badly edited, Was(viewing? wxamining?) Dore’s illustrations at 
the time, which I thought was appropriate.

Jerry, maybe we can get together this meeting. At least, bring your chess books 
and if I’m there, we can agree on a price.

We recently acquired a coler Television set, So far, I haven’t seen anything 
worth what we paid for it, but maybe something will turn up,

Donald Dailey wr< 
himm, as he had nevei1 
was in another state, 
invisible member? 
I am still open for 
articles, 
columns, letters, 
interliniations, 
anything print
able. Heyl I’m 
running out of room, 
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►te in recently and said that he doubted that anyone had seen 
been at a meeting and that the closest he ever came to us 
(Illinios, I think) I’ve heard of the invisibleman, but the
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